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This report presents the results of the cooldown testing and the expanded inlet condition
testing of the RL10 engine for the Shuttle/Centaur program. The testing was conducted by Pratt
& Whitney, Government Products Division (P&W/GPD) of the United Technologies Corpora-
tion (UTC) for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Lewis Research Center
(NASA/LeRC) under contract NAS3-22902.
This testing was conducted during the period from August 1984 to December 1985, with
other test programs. The testing effort was conducted under the direction of LeRC Space Flight
Systems Directorate with Mr. James A. Burkhart as Contracting Officer Representative. The
effort at P&W/GPD was carried out under the direction of Mr. Carl Ring, Assistant Project
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As part of the integration of the RLI0 engine into the Shuttle Centaur vehicle, a
satisfactory method of conditioning the engine to operating temperatures had to be established,
This procedure, known as cooldown, is different from the existing Atlas Centaur due to vehicle
configuration and mission profile differences. This report describes the program and reports the
results of a Shuttle Centaur cooldown program conducted by Pratt & Whitney.
Mission peculiarities cause substantial variation in propellant inlet conditions between the
substantiated Atlas Centaur and Shuttle Centaur with the Shuttle Centaur having much larger
variation in conditions. A test program was conducted to demonstrate operation of the RLIO
engine over the expanded inlet conditions.
As a result of this program the Shuttle Centaur requirements have been proven
satisfactory. Minor configuration changes incorporated as a result of this program provide










1.1 ATLAS CENTAUR COOLDOWN SEQUENCE
On the AtlasCentaurvehicle,theengineinletvalvesaretheonlyoneson theoxidizerand
fuelinletlines.These valvesaremounted immediatelyupstreamoftheoxidizerand fuelpumps.
Becausethe engineinletvalvesaredownstream ofthe inletlines,theselinesarecooledduring
propellantanking.Cooldown oftheCentaurenginestakesplaceafterpropellantanking,and is
done in two stages.
Beforelaunch,the fuelturbopump iscooledby flowingliquidheliumthroughthe pump,
enteringat a fittingnear the pump inletand exitingthrough the interstageand discharge
cooldown valves.The oxidizerpump components arecooledby conductionwiththe fuelpump
housing.The turbopump isenclosedininsulatingcovertoaidthisprocess.Neitherthecooldown
durationnor the quantityof helium consumed are constrainingfactors.The only cooldown
constraintsarethatthe fuelpump must be maintainedbelow64"R,and theLOX pump must be
below 270"R forthelastfiveminutesbeforelaunch.Helium flowisstoppedabouteightseconds
beforelaunch,and no coolingisprovidedduringtheboostphase.The periodbeforelaunchafter
the helium flow isstoppedand the time duringthe boostphase of the missionamounts to
approximately4.8minutes,duringwhich timethe pumps warm slightlyto about 120"R on the
fuelside,and 255"R on the oxidizerside.
Immediatelyafterstaging,the engineinletvalvesare opened (known as prestart),and
propellantsareallowedtoflowthroughthe fuelpump forfivesecondsand the LOX systemfor
nine secondsbeforeenginestart.This prestartflowconsumes approximately22 Ibofoxidizer,
and sixib of fuelper engine.
On the Atlas Centaur vehicle,the cooldown flow area which determinespropellant
consumptionon the oxidizersideis0.34in.2,and on thefuelsidethe fuelpump interstageand
dischargecooldown flowareasare0.36and 0.30in.2respectively.Largecooldownareasareused
to minimize cooldown time becausethe firstCentaur engineburn occursduringthe ascent
trajectorywhere velocitylossesmust be minimized.
1.2 SHUI"rLE CENTAUR COOLDOWN SEQUENCE
The ShuttleCentaur vehicleincludesprevalvesbetween the propellanttanks and the
engineinletvalves.Because of this,the inletlinesremain at the Shuttlecargobay ambient
temperatureofapproximately500"R untilenginecooldown begins.The Centaurenginesdo not
undergoany coolingflowbeforeliftoffand arenot cooleduntilimmediatelypriortoenginestart,
afterthevehiclehasbeen releasedfromtheShuttlebay.Due totheelevatedmetaltemperatures
involved,propellantsmust be flowedfora much longerperiodoftimethanon theAtlasCentaur
flights.Becausethepropellantsusedtocooltheenginesand vehiclepropellantinletlinescannot
be replenished,itisveryimportanttousethesmallestamoLmt possible.The timerequiredisnot
a significantfactorbecausethevehicleisalreadyinorbit.The goalofthecooldownprogram isto
minimize propellantconsumption.
Two ShuttleCentaurlaunchvehicleshave been configured:the G-Prime and the G. The
G-Prime vehiclerequiresone cooldown sequenceand enginefiringand isintendedto boost
payloads into high energy interplanetarytrajectories.The G vehiclerequirestwo engine






With both missions,propellantsare maintainedat saturatedconditionsduringthe initial
partofthelaunchsequence,and arepressurizedshortlybeforeinitiationfcooldown,afterthe
vehiclehas been releasedfrom the Shuttle.
At the onset of the cooldown program, three options existed for propellant pressurization
techniques. In all three cases, the propellants were maintained at saturated conditions during the
boost phase. After the boost phase, the three cases differ:
1. Before cooldown commences, the propellants are pressurized to a predeter-
mined level regardless of tank saturation pressure. Pressure is then
maintained within a range around the target pressure. This procedure results
in inlet boxes shown in Figures 1-1 and 1-2. These inlet boxes are known as
the absolute pressure inlet boxes.
. Before cooldown commences, the propellants are pressurized to a predeter-
mined amount above saturation pressure. Pressure is then maintained
within a range around the target pressure. This procedure results in inlet
boxes which are shown in Figures 1-3 and 1-4. These inlet boxes are known
as the delta pressure inlet boxes.
. Before cooldown commences, propellantsare pressurizedas in case 2,
however,the increaseabove saturationpressureislower.These inletboxes
appearinFiguresI-5and I-6,and areknown asthelow deltaP inletboxes.
In thiscasepressureisincreasedto case2 levelsjustpriorto enginestart.
These inletboxes,along with the rangesof engineand propellantduct temperatures,
determine the necessaryengine/inletduct cooldown durationsand associatedpropellant
consumptions.
The RLI0 AtlasCentaur cooldown deck was originallywrittento model the cooldown
characteristicsofthe RLI0 engineatthe AtlasCentaur conditions.The inletductswere not
includedinthecooldowncalculationsbecausetheywere attheirrespectivefluidtemperaturesat
engineprestart.The enginetemperaturesatstartofcooldown arewellbelow ambientbecauseof
thegroundprechill.The cooldowndeckwas matched tothecooldowncharacteristicsoftheRLI0
in the AtlasCentaur configuration,based on existingtestdata.
To provide accurate predictions of cooldown rates and required cooldown durations for the
RL10 Shuttle Centaur configuration, inlet ducts were added to the simulation, along with
prevalves which are not present on the Atlas/Centaur vehicle. Two versions of the simulation
were prepared: one in the test configuration to compare to ground test data, which was used to
verify the analytical formulation of the prediction process, and the other in the flight
configuration to predict cooldown times and consumptions. The Atlas Centaur and Shuttle
Centaur configurations are shown in Figure 1-7.
The cooldown program was initiated to anchor the cooldown simulation to the
Shuvcle/Centaur inlet duct/engine cooldown characteristics, to choose which inlet box is the
most advantageous for each mission, and to optimize the cooldown sequence and flow areas so as
to consume the smallest amount of propellant possible while cooling the engines sufficiently to
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2.1 CENTAUR G AND G-PRIME TESTING
Flight conditions cannot be accurately represented on the ground due to gravity effects on
flow through a previously empty propellant duct.
Engine cooldown and firingtestswere conductedto substantiatethe analyticalcooldown
model.The teststandwas configuredasshown inFigure2-1.The prevalveswereprocuredfrom
GeneralDynamics,and werethefirstsetofprototypeCentaurflightvalvesdesignedand builtby
Fairchild.Figure2-2 shows the G/T) P/N 65-02400-3oxidizerprevalve.Figure2-3 shows the
insulatedG/T) P/N 65-02240-3fuelprevalve.The propellantductswere designedby Pratt&
Whitney tosimulatetheflightconfigurationascloseaspossibleand stillbe compatiblewiththe
E-6 teststandaltitudecapsule.Both propellantductsusethesame wallthickness,gimbaljoints
and bellowssectionastheflightunits.To be compatiblewiththeexistingoxidizersupplytothe
capsuleand the installedengineorientation,theoxidizerductwas made a mirrorimage of the
flightunit.To bestsimulatethe fuelsideCentaur Y-ductwitha singleengine,a 3-1/2in.duct
(diameterof individualeg)with a lengthequalto the common, plusone individualeg,was
made. Both ductswere instrumentedwith skinthermocouplesalongtheirlengthsas shown in
Figures2-4,2-5,2-6and 2-7.A thermalanalysisoftheductsinstalledintheE-6 altitudecapsule
(0.6psia)indicatedthatthehalf-inchfoam and mylarinsulationusedon theAtlasCentaurducts
would bestsimulatetheShuttleCentaurductsinthehardvacuum ofspace.The insulateducts
are shown in Figures2-8,2-9,2-10and 2-11.
The propellantducts,prevalvesand enginewere installedin E-6 teststand.The stand
plumbing was modifiedtoprovidesimulatedoxidizerand fuelsumps.Thiswas accomplishedby
flowingpropellantfrom thevacuum jacketedsupplylinepasttheclosedprevalveand overboard
viaadump line.Thisconfigurationisshown schematicallyinFigure2-1.The actualoxidizerside
isshown inFigure2-12and thefuelsideinFigure2-13.Afterinitialtestingitwas determined
thatthenon-vacuum jacketedelbowupstreamoftheoxidizerprevalve,Figure2-12,and theshor_
non-vacuum jacketedstraightsectionupstream ofthe fuelprevaive,Figure2-13,providedtoo
largea heatleak.Thisproblemwas resolvedby addingfoam insulationtothenon-jacketedareas.
The helium supply to the prevalves was configured such that the prevalves and engine inlet
valves could be actuated independently. This allowed evacuation of the propellant ducts for
"waterhammer" testing. During the cooldown tests, each prevalve was opened simultaneously
with its respective inlet valve.
When testingrevealedthatthecooldown areasshouldbe reduced,plumbing changeswere
made toclosethe ISCDV tothe firststepand to closetheOFC bypassduringtheirrespective
cooldownperiods.The plumbingchangesconsistedofmoving theheliumsupplyfrom thestart
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2.2 FUEL PREVALVE FAILURE
The fuelprevalvefailedtoopen fullyon testnumber 50.01duringtheXR102 testprogram.
The valvehad been subjectedto 59 cryogenicand 430 ambient cyclespriorto the failure.The
valvewas returnedtoFairchildforanalysisand repair.While waitingforthe refurbishedvalvea
spoolpiecewas installedinplaceofthe valvesothatcooldown testingofthe oxidizersidecould
be continued.Disassembly of the valve showed that the tang on the rotatorringhad failed.
2.3 VERTICAL DUCT TESTING
Data from the cooldown testingindicatedthatpropellantwas travelingalongthe bottom
side of the horizontalducts at cooldown flow rates.This gravityeffectdecreasesthe duct
cooldown efficiency,particularlyon the oxidizerside.To help verif_jthe predictedchange in
cooldown efficiencythatwould be encounteredunder zero-Gconditions,itwas desirabletorun
testswiththe oxidizersupplyductvertical.However, thetestcapsule/teststanddiffusersystem
precludesthe engine from operatingin any orientationotherthan vertical.To run a vertical
oxidizerduct with thisconstraintwould requireadding an elbow which would cloudthe test
results.It was decidedto builda rigthat orientedthe oxidizercomponents in the desired
orientationand conduct oxidizercold flowsonly.Figures2-15,2-16 and 2-17 show the rig











































3.1 COOLDOWN CONFIGURATION AND PRESSURIZATION SCHEMES
Before testing began, cooldown cases were run using the Shuttle Centaur cooldown deck to
predict the best combination of inlet box, cooldown flow area, and inlet pressurization scenario to
achieve the lowest possible propellant consumption. The cooldown times and propellant
consumptions presented in Figures 3-1 and through 3-10 are preliminary estimates which were
used only to determine the relative merit of the various cooldown configurations. Final cooldown
durations and resulting consumptions are presented in later sections.
Cooldown testing was done using a development RL10 engine, inlet ducts designed to
closely resemble those of the Shuttle Centaur vehicle, and prevalves located at the inlet to each of
the ducts. All testing was done with evacuated cooldown valves which allowed engine firing to
verify proper engine cooldown.
Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4 show the required cooldown time and resulting propellant
consumption for simulations run using the delta pressure inlet box. The cases were run with fuel
interstage flow areas of 0.36 and 0.18 in. 2, and Oxidizer Flow Control areas of 0.34 and 0.05 in. 2.
These cases show that for both the normal and reduced areas, point 1 on the inlet box, Figures 1-
3 and 1-4, yields the longest cooldown time. To determine the maximum amount of propellant
use possible, cooldown simulations were run with inlet conditions of point 3 for the period of time
from point 1.
When using the absolute pressure inlet box, the maximum consumption resulted from
running with the inlet conditions at point 4 for the period of time determined from point 2.
On the oxidizer side, the propellant flowrate is determined by the oxidizer flow control valve
effective area. Oxidizer flow control valve areas of 0.34 and 0.05 in. 2were tested. The reduction in
the oxidizer valve area is achieved by closing the oxidizer flow control valve cooldown bypass at
the beginning of cooldown. A diagram of the flow control valve will be shown later in Figure 3-11.
On the Atlas Centaur vehicle, the bypass is kept open until engine start, when it is closed by
helium pressure from the start solenoid valve. To close the valve early, the bypass is connected to
the oxidizer prestart solenoid valve. This involves a minor helium line plumbing change on the
engine.
On the fuelside,the propellantflowrateisdeterminedby the fuelpump interstageand
dischargecooldown valveeffectiveareas.Two interstagecooldown valveflowareasof0.36and
0.18in.2were tested.On the Atlas/Centaurvehicle,the interstagecooldown valveisnormally
opentoa 0.36in.2flowareaduringcooldown,and,attheenginestartsignal,isclosedhalfway by
heliumpressurefrom the startsolenoidvalve.The valveisthenclosedcompletelyby fuelpump
dischargepressureduringthe starttransient.To achievethe 0.18in.2flowarea,the interstage
valveisconnectedtothe fuelprestarrsolenoidvalve,allowingheliumpressuretoclosethe valve
halfway duringcooldown.Comparisonsofcooldownconsumptionforoxidizerflowareasof0.05
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Figure 3-II. Oxidizer Flow Control and Purge Check Valve
FO 320306
In addition to cooldown valve flow area changes, the effect of propellant pressurization was
also investigated- Cases were run with the cooldown prediction deck keeping the fuel and oxidizer
inlet temperatures constant," but varying inlet pressure from saturation pressure to the level
desired. The duration of unpressurized cooldown was varied from zero to twenty seconds. The
effect of the unpressurized flow duration was to slightly increase cooldown time and consumption
regardless of cooldown flow area. This is shown in Figures 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8. Due to the
adverse effect of unpressurized cooldown, it was decided that engine cooldown would be
accomplished under pressurized conditions.
To determine the pressurization scenario to be used on the G-Prime flights, worst case
predictions were made using each of the three inlet boxes. The runs were done both with large
and small flow areas. It was found that the smaller flow areas produced universally lower
propellant consumptions when compared to the larger areas, and that of the cases run with the
smaller areas, the absolute pressure pressurization box yielded the lowest consumption as well as
the lowest cooldown time. The worst case consumption and the required cooldown times for the
three inlet boxes are shown in Figures 3-9 and 3-10 for both normal and reduced oxidizer and fuel
flow areas.
3.2 COOLDOWN DECK MATCHING
The initialseriesof cooldown testswas run to match the simulationdeck to actual
cooldown data.Comparisonswere made between fueland oxidizerflowrate,engineoxidizerand
fuelinletduct temperatures,and fueland oxidizerpump temperatures.
In the tests with the flight weight inlet ducts, it was noticed chat inlet temperatures on both
the fuel and oxidizer side varied with time, where the prevalve inlet temperature would start at
saturated temperature, and approach the desired inlet temperature as the duct cooled. This will
be shown later in Figure 3-41. Duct temperature profiles indicated that gas was being trapped





to travel backward against the flow and warm the incoming propellants. To accurately model
this, an inlet temperature profile was included in the simulation deck. After a test was made, the
temperature profile from the test was used as input to the simulation deck. in this way, the
simulation results could be compared directly to test results.
Fitting of the simulation deck to test data was completed during the first sixteen runs of the
cooldown program, which were cold flows done without any attempt to start the engine.
Comparisons of calculated and actual propellant flowrates and component temperatures are
shown in Figures 3-12 through 3-36. Figure 3-12 shows the comparison between calculated and
actual oxidizer flow for a cooldown run, while Figure 3-13 shows the same comparison for the fuel
side. The oxidizer plot shows close agreement between predicted and actual flowrate, while the
fuel side plot shows a difference during the fn'st 20 seconds of flow. This discrepancy is due to the
effects of duct filling and the rising of warm hydrogen up the inlet ducts. Figures 3-14 through
3-36 show comparisons between predicted and actual metal temperatures. In these figures, the
square symbols mark prediction data, while the round symbols mark test data. The header
names, shown with different line types, refer to Figures 3-37 and 3-38 which show the locations
of the cooldown temperature probes.
In all figures, it can be seen that the predictions of duct temperatures agreed well with test
data, while the predicted gimbal cooldown rate was slower than test data showed. This
discrepancy is due to the thickness of the gimbals and the locations of their thermocouples. The
gimbals were modeled as bulk masses with a small surface area available for cooling. The
predicted temperatures shown in the figures is the average temperature of the gimbals, while the
measured temperatures are taken at the gimbal flange, which cools faster than the body of the
gimbal. To get a true indication of the gimbal temperature, the thermocouple would have had to
be placed inside the gimbal, which was impractical. It is believed the predicted temperature
curves for the gimbals are representative of the actual gimbal average temperature. The tubular
portions of the ducts, because of their thin profile, had a skin temperature very close to their
average temperature which resulted in close agreement between the predicted and actual data.
The temperature probes for duct 4 on the fuel side could not be used, resulting in no test data
comparison for the predicted curve in Figure 3-34.
The oxidizer pump temperature probes are located on the skin of the oxidizer pump in
locations shown in Figure 3-39. Conduction calculations allowed the prediction of these skin
temperatures using the dimensions of the pump and the calculated pump internal temperatures.
The oxidizer pump temperatures, shown in Figures 3-21 through 3-24, show close agreement with
the test data. The fuel pump first stage temperature probe is imbedded in the pump housing,
which allows accurate measurement of the pump bulk metal temperature and close agreement
with predicted values. The second stage probe, because it is a surface probe, does not match well
with predicted results. The predicted second stage pump temperature is believed to be a good
representation of the pump bulk metal temperature.
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3.3 VERTICAL DUCT TESTS
To determine if the elevated oxidizer inlet temperature characteristic would be present in
the Shuttle/Centaur on-orbit environment, a test rig was fabricated consisting of the flight
weight inlet ducts installed in a vertical position with an oxidizer pump/oxidizer flow control
valve assembly installed on the exit of the duct. By testing the assembly in this position, the
majority of the inlet duct was in a vertical orientation instead of the horizontal position present
when the ducts are installed on the engine. By installing the ducts in this way, the amount of
mixed phase oxidizer traveling back up the inlet duct and the gas trapped in the duct would be
reduced. A closer simulation of the on-orbit environment could then be made, determining
whether the prevalve inlet temperature profile would exist in flight.
Tests made with the oxidizerrig showed a reduced amount of inletrecirculationdue tothe
complete wetting of the inletducts,which resultedin a slightlyincreasedcoolingrate for both
the oxidizerinletlinesand the oxidizerpump. This impliesthat the cooldown times determined
from the teststand are conservativedue to the elevatedinlettemperature characteristicand gas
trapped in the duct. The propellant recirculatlonpresent when cooling the horizontal duct
sectionswill not be present in the zero-G environment due to the lack of a gravityinduced
pressure gradient.
Comparisons ofcomponent cooldown ratesand inletNPSP for testsof engine (horizontal
duct) cooldown and LOX pump rig (verticalduct) cooldown are shown in Figures 3-40 through
3-55.
3.4 COOLDOWN CRITERIA
On the oxidizerside,three conditionsmust be met before the engine isready to be fired:
I. Engine inletNPSP must be 3.9 psia or higher.
2. The oxidizerflow controlvalve must be fullycooled to fluidtemperature.
3. The 'C' location on the oxidizer pump inducer housing as shown in
Figure 3-39 must be cooled below 290°R.
On the fuel side,two conditionsmust be met:
I. Engine NPSP must be 1.5 psia or higher.
2. The fuelpump second stagehousing temperature (FSHT11) must be cooled
below 300°R.
3.5 RECOMMENDED FLIGHT COOLDOWN TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
Oxidizer and fuelpump temperature and oxidizerand fuelinletNPSP characteristicsare
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To insure verificationof proper engine component cooldown, it is recommended that
temperature transducers be located at the 'C' thermocouple locationon the oxidizerpump
inducerhousing flange,and atthe FSHT11 thermocouple locationon the fuelpump second stage
housing. Figures 3-39 and 3-58 show the locationsof the oxidizerand fuelpump temperature
transducers.
When engine testingisdone, the temperature transducersused are P&W thermocouples,
whereas during flights,flightinstrumentationtemperature transducerswillbe used.Tests were
run comparing the flightinstrumentation temperature transducerand the P&W thermocouple
used on the oxidizerpump housing. These transducersshowed closeagreement throughout the
operating temperature range.
Comparison of the P&W thermocouple and flighttransducer response is made in
Figure 3-59.
3.6 WATERHAMMER TESTS
When the Shuttle/Centaur cooldown sequence is initiated, the engine prevalves and LOX
inlet valve will be opened simultaneously, with the fuel inlet valve being opened from 200 to 300
seconds later. Because the environment inside the empty inlet ducts will be a near vacuum, it was
considered that the propellants could enter the ducts rapidly and, upon reaching the engine inlet,
cause an overpressure condition due to waterhammer effects. To determine if this would occur,
tests were run with engine inlet valves opened and closed, and using prevalve opening rates from
12 to 0.5 seconds.
The worst case conditionused was with engine inletvalvesclosed,and a prevalve opening
time oflessthan 0.5second.In thisextreme condition,the pressureriseexperiencedon the LOX
sidewas 3.5psi,with a fuelsidespike of8.5 psi.These pressure increaseswere not largeenough
to be considered hazardous. The fueland oxidizerworst case inletpressure characteristicsare
shown in Figures 3-60 and 3-61.
OS32C
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The absolute pressure inlet box had the lowest fuel and oxidizer consumption of the three
inlet boxes tested with the G-Prime inlet temperature variation. Because of this, the absolute
pressure inlet box was chosen for the G-Prime vehicle. All further analysis regarding the G-
Prime vehicle was done with the inlet boxes shown in Figures 1-1 and 1-2 in Section 1.0.
On both the oxidizerand fuelsides,coolingthe engine requiresthe greatestperiod oftime
when cooldown isdone at point 4 on the inletbox. Cooldown limittestswere done on both the
fueland oxidizersides,with cooldown performed at point 4 in the inletbox. Cooldown times
tested and test resultsare shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.
Table 4-1. _ Minimum Fuel Inlet Test Summary
Engine Test No. C/D Time (sac) Results
XR101 68.01 35 see No-Go
XRI01 70.01 45 see Go
XR102 47.03 45 sac Go
XRI02 48.01 40 sac Go
XR102 49.01 40 sac GO
0742C







Test No. C/D Time (sec) Results Hag Tamp NPSP
66.01 195 sac No-GO 320 3.80
67.01 225 sac GO 225 6.0
47.03 225 sac Go 235 4.5
48.01 215 sac No-Go 260 3.7
49.01 220 see GO 222 3.9
0742C
Results from cooldown tests including those shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 resulted in
required test stand cooldown times for the G-Prime inlet boxes of 220 seconds for the LOX side
and 40 seconds for the fuel side. These cooldown times allowed proper cooling of the engine
components at all locations within the G-Prime inlet boxes. Predicted cooldown times using the
cooldown program are 190 seconds for the oxidizer side, and 35 seconds for the fuel side.
The cooldown times recommended for use on the first Shuttle Centaur G-Prime flight are
the stand cooldown times plus an additional 10 percent margin. These times are 245 seconds for
the LOX side and 45 seconds for the fuel side. After the first flight, it is anticipated the cooldown
times can be reduced in response to observed cooling characteristics, which should be close to the
predicted values.






Table 4-3. (3', Cooldown Consumption and Impulse
Stand Cooldown Times + 10% Margin
45 sec Fuel 29.9Ib
245 sec Oxidizer 91.6Ib
1607.5 lb-sec
3947.0 lb-sec
Predicted Cooldown Times + 10% Margin
40 sec Fuel 24.0 Ib 1322.3 lb-sec










The delta P pressurizationscheme was selectedfor the G-vehicle. Depending on the
mission flown by the Shuttle, the G-mission Centaur vehicle may be in a low earth orbit
anywhere from fiveto approximately seventy hours before the payload can be boosted into
geosynchronous orbit.This uncertaintyin coast time causes a largerange of possibleoxidizer
inlettemperatures due to the heating effectsof the sun, and the coolingeffectsof the vehicle
hydrogen tank and the factthat the oxidizertank does not have an orbitvent capability.This
temperature variationproduces the elongatedoxidizerinletboxes shown inFigure 1-3.The fuel
inletbox does not sufferas dramatic an effectas seen in Figure 1-4 because ithas a controlled
vent system.
Because of the large possible variation in inlet temperature, the maximum oxidizer
consumption levelsare much greaterthan those associatedwith the earlierG-Prime inletboxes.
The consumption levelscalculatedusing maximum and minimum conditionswere too high for
practicalvehicleoperation.
In an attempt to reduce the quantities of propellants consumed, a new scenario was
proposed. Instead of having a single cooldown time for the inlet box determined at the lower left
corner, the cooldown time would be dependent on the tank saturation pressure at the time of the
start of cooldown. In this way, the cooldown box would be effectively divided into an infinite
number of boxes with a width of 5 psia and a temperature variation of approximately 0.1"R. The
required cooldown time then decreases as the inlet saturation pressure increases, limiting the
amount of time that propellants would be flowed when cooling down at a point on the inlet box
with a high vapor pressure.
Depending on the mission the vehicle is required to fly, the oxidizer tank vapor pressure
could vary with the number of revolutions over the ranges shown in Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3.
Using the worst case pressure variation of Figure 5-2, cooldown times and worst case
consumptions were calculated. Required cooldown time is dependent only on saturation pressure,
while the worst case propellant consumption is dependent on saturation and length of vehicle
coast (duct cooling).
Cooldown time requiredwas determined tobe 45 seconds on the fuelsideand torange from
210 to 330 seconds on the oxidizersidedepending on tank pressure.These times were determined
from cooldown testing.A record of cooldown testingis shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-2.
On the oxidizerside,a ten percentmargin was added tothe cooldown times determined by
testingto obtain recommended flightcooldown times.The cooldown deck was used to predict
required cooldown time. The predictedtime willbe used as the vehiclecooldown time if,as
anticipated,flightdata verifiesthe cooldown model.
On the fuelside,likethe oxidizerside,a ten percentmargin was added tothe cooldown time
determined from testdata.This resultedina recommended cooldown time of 55 seconds on the
fuel side for the firstCentaur G flight.This cooldown time can then be adjusted downward
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Figure 5-1. LOX Vapor Pressure -- Centaur G Mission No. 1
Plots showing oxidizercooldown times required and oxidizer consumed are shown in
Figures 5-4, 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7. The recommended fuel cooldown time and the associated
consumption is shown in Table 5-3, along with the worst case oxidizervalues.
The component cooldown trends are the same as with the G-Prime cases.
On the oxidizer side, as cooldown proceeds, the oxidizer flow control cools down first,
followed by the inlet NPSP increasing to an acceptable level, followed by the oxidizer pump
cooling. Cooldown can be monitored using the same thermocouple location on the oxidizer pump
inducer housing flange.
The fuel side also behaves in the same manner as with G-Prime cases, allowing the use of
the same fuel pump second stage housing temperature probe.
In addition to the first burn engine firing as in the G-Prime vehicles, G-vehicles will also
have a short cooldown prior to the second engine firing. The anticipated metal temperatures for
the second firing are much lower than first burn predictions. All metal parts will already be near
operating temperatures, and propellants will be flowed only long enough to fill the vehicle inlet
ducts and assure proper NPSP at the engine inlets. The recommended duration of these flows
and the propellants consumed are shown in Table 5-4. Because the cooldown times are so short,
there is little variation between best and worst case predicted values. The second burn
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Test No. Pressure C/D Time FPITIR Results
74.01 25.8 55 39.1 No-Go
79.01 25.3 60 39.0 Go
82.01 25.2 60 38.3 Go
68.01 29.2 35 39.5 No-Go
70.01 29.1 45 39.4 Go
47.03 29.1 40 39.2 Go
48.01 29.3 40 39.5 Go
49.01 29.1 40 39.4 Go
57.01 29.6 40 39.3 Go
58.01 31.2 40 39.4 Go
59.01 29.7 40 39.3 Go
60.01 31.1 40 39.3 Go
54.01 25.2 60 38.2 Go
62.01 25.4 60 38.2 Go
63.01 25.7 60 38.2 Go















Test No. Pressure C/D Time NPSP Results
77.01 32.3 300 4.2 Go
79.01 32.4 275 4.1 Go
















300 2.6 No-Go (A-3o30FC)
330 3.2 Go (A-3-30FC)
300 3.4 Go (A-3-30FC Start Flow Increased)
190 3.5 No-Go
210 5.4 Go
210 3.0 Go (A-3-30FC)
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44 lb 2266.0 lb-sec
Consumption Impulse
66 lb 3309.0 lb-sec
Consumption Impulse
68 lb 2980.0 lb-sec
Consumption Impulse





TaMe 5-4. G Centaur 2nd-Burn Cooldown Estimates
Fuel NPSP Pump Duct Emptied Impulse
5 5 9 --
-- 1 4 205
-- 2 6 302
Time-sec
Min. Consumption - lb/engine
Max. Consumption - Ib/engine
Oxidizer
Time-sec
Min. Consumption - lb/engine
Max. Consumption - lb/ensine
2 7 43 --
-- <1 17 728







EXPANDED INLET TESTING BACKGROUND
_r_
".,.,"
The background of the expanded inlettestingispresented as itrelatesto engine starting.
More detailis presented in the "Cooldown Background" section.
For Atlas Centaur application, the pumps are prechilled before launch to provide cold pump
housing temperatures at prestart. Large cooldown areas provide high cooldown flows to rapidly
complete the conditioning of the pumps during prestart. The prechill allows the high cooldown
flows during prestart to provide quick conditioning of the pumps while the vehicle is under low
thrust and still within the gravity field.
For Shuttle Centaur (S/C) application, the vehicle is in orbit for an extended time before
engine start, and prelaunch prechill of the pumps and ducts would be fruitless. The prestart
sequence is the only conditioning provided to the engine. The necessity for rapid conditioning of
the pumps and ducts is removed because the vehicle is in orbit and immediate thrust is not
needed to resist a gravitational pull. The time spent in orbit prior to the fLring may vary
significantly. There is heat transfer from the oxidizer to the fuel tank, from the sun into the
tanks, and from the tanks to space. Unknowns in these heat transferrelationshipsresultin
predictionsthat the oxidizertank may cool or heat during the orbit duration.Because the
oxidizertank does not have vent capabilitywhile inorbit,the possiblerange ofoxidizersupply
temperature and pressure increaseswith orbitduration.Therefore,the required oxidizerinlet
startenvelope isa function ofthe maximum orbitduration for a given mission.Inletcondition
ranges were defined by General Dynamics Corp. for two vehicletypes, the G and G-Prime
Centaurs.
Prior to this testing, the engine was qualified to operate over a limited range of inlet
conditions as expected for Atlas Centaur application. The "Expanded Inlet" test program was
conducted to define the RL10A-3-3A engine start characteristics over inlet condition ranges
defined for the G and G-Prime Shuttle Centaurs, and to define the RL10A-3-3B engine start
characteristics over inlet condition ranges defined for the G Shuttle/Centaur. Figure 6-1 shows
the previously" qualified inlet start envelope along with the requested G and G-Prime Centaur
inlet start envelopes.
The engine demonstrated successfulstartcharacteristicsover the expanded inletconditions
for both mission types, completing the Expanded Inlet test series.A cooldown test series,
followingthe Expanded Inlettesting,revealed that pump conditioningcould be accomplished
with lesspropellantconsumption ifcooldown flows are reduced and cooldown time increased.
The Expanded Inlettestserieswas rerun to definestartcharacteristicsofthe engine usingthese
reduced cooldown flowsand increasedcooldown times.Following the rerun ofthe Expanded Inlet
testserles,a qualificationtestserieswas run using the reduced cooldown flows and increased
cooldown time scheme.
For ease of communication, the testing prior to the cooldown series is said to use the "large"
cooldown area scheme, and the testing following the cooldown test series is said to use the
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The large cooldown area scheme cools the oxidizer pump using a 0.34 in. 2 oxidizer flow
control valve area during prestart. This area reduces from 0.34 in. 2 to a 0.05 in. 2 at the start
signal. The oxygen flows from the pump, through the oxidizer flow control valve, to the injector
and thrust chamber where it is exhausted into space° The fuel pump is cooled using a discharge
cooldown valve area of 0.51 in. 2 and an interstage cooldown valve area of 0.61 in. 2 during prestart.
At the start signal the discharge cooldown valve is closed, the interstage cooldown valve area is
reduced from 0.61 to 0.37 in. 2, and the main fuel valve is opened. The interstage cooldown valve
closes completely as fuel pump discharge pressure rises during the start transient. The hydrogen,
passing through the two cooldown valves, is exhausted into space.
The small cooldown area scheme coolsthe oxidizerpump using a 0.050 in.2oxidizerflow
control valve area during prestartwhich remains unchanged at the startsignal.The oxygen
passes from the pump and oxidizerflow controlvalve and continues through the injectorand
thrustchamber and isexhausted intospace.The fuelpump iscooledwith a dischargecooldown
valve area of 0.51 in.2 and an interstagecooldown valve area of 0.37 in.2 during prestart.At the
startsignalthe discharge cooldown valvecloses,the interstagecooldown valve remains at 0.37
in.2,and the main fuelvalve isopened. The interstagecooldown valve closescompletely as fuel
pump dischargepressurerisesduring the starttransient.The hydrogen, passingthrough the two
cooldown valves,isexhausted into space.
The areas quoted above for the fuelpump interstageand discharge valves are geometric





0.61 geometric, 0.36 effective(fullopen)
0.37 geometric,0.18 effective(mid stroke).
Starting impulse has traditionally been defined as the integral of thrust vs time during the
first three seconds of the run. However, with expanded inlet start envelopes, the engine
occasionally requires more than three seconds to accelerate to 90 percent thrust. In general,
conditions conducive to slow acceleration times are low fuel pump inlet pressure (FPIP), high
oxidizer pump inlet pressure (OPIP) or high oxidizer net positive suction pressure (ONPSP), and
the large cooldown area scheme is slower than the small cooldown area scheme. To accommodate
acceleration times greater than 3.0 seconds, starting impulse to 4.0 or 5.0 seconds would have to
be quoted. Since the G and G-Prime Centaur inlet start envelopes yield times to accelerate which
are less than 3.0 seconds except for a very small comer of the G inlet start envelope when the
large cooldown area scheme is used, starting impulse to 3.0 seconds is maintained and
acceleration times slower than 3.0 seconds are omitted for the starting impulse correlations.








EXPANDED INLET TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Figure 7-1 shows actual and predicted acceleration times for a S/C engine with the large
cooldown (C/D) area scheme, in either the -3A or -3B configuration. The run-to-run and engine-
to-engine variations in time-to-accelerate are greater than the engine configuration differences,
therefore the predicted acceleration equation applies to either configuration. The actual
acceleration times (open symbol) and predicted acceleration times (solid symbol) are plotted as a
function of fuel pump inlet total pressure (FPIP), with a background of constant oxidizer net
positive suction pressure (ONPSP) curves. The predicted acceleration times and the constant
ONPSP curves were determined with the indicated prediction equation. Vertical lines have been
drawn from the actual acceleration time symbol to the predicted acceleration time symbol, and
the length of the line shows the prediction error. As indicated on the figure the time-to-accelerate
equation was generated during fifty-four tests involving three engines. This equation must be
incorporated in Specification 2289B, Volume I, al_r being shifted to account for evacuated
cooldown valves and the nominal production acceleration time. Previous testing has indicated
that the engine will accelerate 0.095 second slower with the fuel cooldown valves vented to a
vacuum compared to their being vented to 14.7 psia.
Figure 7-2 presents starting impulse as a function of time-to-accelerate for a S/C engine
using the large cooldown area scheme in both the -3A and -3B configurations. An additional
projected impulse was used to anchor each curve at zero time-to-accelerate. If the engine could
accelerate instantly, the starting impulse would be its steady-state thrust times 3.0 seconds
(49,500 lbf-sec mx for a -3A configuration and 45,000 lbf-sec for a -3B). The equation of the curve
through the data is given. The starting impulse correlations reveal that a 0.1 second change in
time-to-accelerate will change starting impulse 1491 lbf-sec for a -3A configuration and 1377 lbf-
sec for a -3B. The equation for the RL10A-3-3A configuration must be incorporated in
Specification 2289B, Volume 1.
Figure 7-3 shows actual and predicted acceleration times for a S/C engine using the small
cooldown areas scheme in either -3A or -3B configuration. The run-to-run and engine-to-engine
variations in time-to-accelerate are greater than the engine configuration differences, therefore
the predicted acceleration equation applies to either configuration. The actual acceleration times
(open symbol) and predicted acceleration times (solid symbol) are plotted as a function of FPIP,
with a background of constant OPIP curves. Vertical lines have been drawn from the actual
acceleration time symbol to the predicted acceleration time symbol, and the length of the line
shows the prediction error. As indicated on the figure the time-to-accelerate equation was
generated using thirty two tests involving two engines. This equation must be incorporated in
Specification 2289B, Volume 2 and Specification 2295 after being shifted to account for
evacuated cooldown valves. Previous testing has indicated that the engine will accelerate 0.095
second slower with the fuel coo!down valves vented to a vacuum compared to their being vented
to 14.7 psia.
Time-to-accelerateforengineswith smallcooldown areas correlatedwith OPIP, rather
than ONPSP as itdid forthe largecooldown areascheme.There are two likelyreasons.
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The dominant reason deals with increased chamber pressure which back-pressures the
turbine and increases time-to-accelerate. Chamber pressure early in the transient is largely a
function of oxidizer flow. Oxidizer flow is regulated by the oxidizer flow control valve area and
the NPSP at the valve. If the NPSP is high at the valve, the flow is a function of NPSP; however
if the NPSP is low or two-phase at the valve the flow is a function of pressure.
For a given oxidizer pump inlet pressure and temperature and a given pump housing
temperature, a high flow rate would pass through the pump with little heat-per-pound being
added. This would yield about the same NPSP at the oxidizer flow control valve as existed at the
pump inlet. Therefore for the high cooldown area scheme, the valve NPSP is high and flow is a
function of NPSP. In contrast, a low flow rate would pass through the pump with significant
heat-per-pound being added and the NPSP at the oxidizer flow control valve would be low or
two-phase. Therefore, for the low cooldown area scheme, the valve NPSP is low or two-phase and
flow is a function of pressure. In conclusion, the time-to-accelerate for the large cooldown area
scheme will correlate with ONPSP and the time-to-accelerate for the small cooldown area
scheme will correlate with OPIP.
A secondary reason as to why time-to-acceleratemay correlatewith OPIP relatesto the
temperature of the fuelat the turbineinletearly in the starttransient.The oxidizercooldown
flow,having cooled the pump, continues through the thrustchamber and isexhausted to space.
The oxygen isvery cold as itpasses through the thrustchamber and cools the chamber tubes.
The hydrogen, afterstartsignaland inroute to the turbine,passes through the thrustchamber
tubes.Cold chamber tubes lead toslow accelerationby reducing heat transfertothe fuelearlyin
the starttransient.The small cooldown area scheme used cooldown times which were scheduled
asa function ofOPIP (165 seconds ofcooldown athigh OPIP and 250 seconds at low OPIP), see
Figure 7-4.Therefore,the influenceon time-to-accelerateofcoolingthe chamber during oxidizer
cooldown will appear to correlatewith OPIP.
Because both effects correlate with OPIP, it is impossible to separate the dominating effect
that backpressuring the turbine has on time-to-accelerate from the secondary effect that cooling
the chamber has on time-to-accelerate.
Figure %5 presents starting impulse as a function of time-to-accelerate for a S/C engine
using the small C/D area scheme in both the -3A and -3B configurations. As before, an additional
projected impulse was used to anchor each curve at zero time-to-accelerate. The equation of the
curve through the data is given. The correlation reveals that a 0.1 second change in time-to-
accelerate will change starting impulse approximately 1540 lbf-sec for a -3A configuration and
1400 lbf-sec for a -3B configuration. The equation for the RL10A-3-3A configuration must be
incorporated in Specification 2289B, Volume 2, and the equation for the RL10A-3-3B
configuration must be incorporated in Specification 2295.
Figure 7-6 shows the predictedaccelerationenvelope using the small cooldown area scheme
for the G Centaur vehicleutilizingeitherthe RL10A-3-3A or -3B configurations,and for the
G-Prime Centaur vehicle utilizingthe RL10A-3-3A configuration.
Figure 7-7 shows the three-secondstartingimpulse for Shuttle/Centaur operation,using
the small cooldown area scheme, that would resultfrom the predicted accelerationtimes in
Figure 7-6.The G Centaur startingimpulse range isindicatedby the fulllength of the -3A and
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Figure 7-4. Oxidizer Cooldown Time vs Oxidizer Pump Inlet Pressure-Shuttle Centaur
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Figure 7-8 shows the predicted acceleration envelope using the large cooldown area scheme
for the G Centaur vehicle utilizing either the RL10A-3-3A or -3B configurations, and for the
G-Prime Centaur vehicle utilizing the RL10A-3-3A configuration.
Figure 7-9 shows the three-second starting impulse for Shuttle/Centaur operation, using
the large cooldown area scheme, that would result from the predicted acceleration times in
Figure 7-8. The G Centaur range is indicated by the full length of the -3A and -3B curves, and the
G-Prime Centaur range is indicated by symbols.
The test data used in defining the starting characteristics of the engines is presented in
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Table 7-1. Engine Test Data-Large Cooldown Area Scheme-RLlOA-3-3A and RLIOA-3-3B
l .
u
FNPSP OPIP LOX Start
FPIP FPIT at Start OPIT ONPSP C/D Time TTA Impulse
Engine Run No. (psia,) (°R) (psid)___(l_sia) (OR) (psid) (sec,) (sec) (lb[-sec) Config
XRI01-2 11.01 32.2 39.6 8.5 53.5 179.3 17.9 50 1.866 21039 -3A
12.01 32.0 38.1 13.1 52.4 172.5 26.9 50 2.233 16114 -3A
13.01 28.3 39.5 5.0 53.0 172.4 27.6 50 2.639 9712 -3A
14.01 28.4 37.9 10.0 44.1 172.2 18.9 50 2.296 14638 -3A
16.01 31.6 37.9 13.2 46.4 179.4 10.6 50 1.800 21826 -3A
18.01 31.8 37.9 13.4 27.1 167.0 8.0 50 1.583 25618 -3A
19.01 24.5 38.5 4.4 41.4 167.4 21.9 50 3.216 1755 -3A
20.01 24.7 38.8 3.6 41.0 167.3 21.6 50 2.909 6731 -3A
22.01 24.4 38.2 5.2 27.2 167.9 7.1 50 2.015 18851 -3A
XR101-3 25.01 28.9 38.1 1O.0 39.9 167.5 20.3 50 2.143 17420 -3A
26.01 24.5 37.7 6.8 26.8 167.9 6.8 80 2.251 15156 -3A
27.01 24.7 38.0 6.2 26.7 167.8 6.8 50 1.986 19333 -3A
32.01 24.7 38.8 3.6 69.1 186.2 20.4 50 2.913 4937 -3A
33.01 24.7 38.7 4.1 69.2 185.9 21.1 5 2.495 13696 -3A
41.01 24.6 38.8 3.4 26.8 167.7 6.9 6 1.872 22040 -3A
43.01 24.5 38.6 4.0 26,7 168.1 6.4 6 1.958 20917 -3A
44.01 24.6 37.8 6.3 27.0 167.5 7.3 80 2.140 17166 -3A
45.01 24.4 38.3 4.9 31.6 171.7 7.1 50 2.079 17564 -3A
XR102-1 1.02 31.6 40.0 6.5 53.4 179.1 8.1 40 1.992 19900 -3A
2.01 27.6 38.8 6.5 47.2 177.1 15.1 40 2.220 16313 -3A
3.01 29.8 38.9 8.4 48.9 176.0 18.5 35 2.046 19047 -3A
4.01 31.8 38.2 12.6 52.3 172.4 26.9 35 2.308 15014 -3A
XR102-1A 5.01 28.2 37.7 10.4 43.8 173.0 17.6 50 2.108 17045 -3A
6.01 28.2 39.6 4.5 52.9 172.9 26.8 50 2.368 14103 -3A
7.01 31.5 37.7 14.0 46.2 180.6 8.3 50 1.648 24709 -3A
8.01 31.4 37.6 13.9 45.9 179.9 9.2 50 1.588 25593 -3A
9.01 31.8 38.8 10.7 69.4 186.1 20.9 50 2.013 17847 -3B
10.01 31.8 39.8 7.4 69.7 186.1 21.2 50 1.820 20787 -3B
11.02 28.6 40.1 3,2 55.7 186.3 6.8 50 1.797 20333 -3B
12.01 24.8 38.9 3.4 89,1 185.9 21.0 50 3.143 1979 -3B
14.02 24.4 37.5 7.1 27.2 168.3 6.7 50 2.270 13421 -3B
15.01 24.5 38.8 3.3 27.2 168.0 7.0 50 2.3511 12149 -3B
17.01 31.6 38.6 11.2 27.5 168.4 6.9 50 1.806 20557 -3B
19.01 24.6 39.0 2.9 41.2 167.9 21.1 50 3.730 1644 -3B
XR102-2 45.04 24.5 39.1 2.5 31.9 171.2 8.0 50 2.734 7682 -3B





Table 7-1. Engine Test Data-Large Cooldown Area Scherne-RLIOA-3-3A and RLIOA-3-3B
(Continued)
FPIP FPIT
Enltine Run No. (psia_ (OR}







XR105-1A 11.01 28.8 39.0
13.01 28.4 39.8













FNPSP OPIP LOX Start
at Start OPIT ONPSP C/D Time TTA Impulse
(psid) (psia) (°R) (psid) (sec) (sec) (lbf-sec) Config
9.3 49.2 175.9 18.9 40 1.996 19874 -3A
9.2 52.5 179.0 17.4 40 1.922 20865 -3A
13.9 52.8 173.0 28.6 40 2.298 15079 -3A
4.6 52.4 173.5 25.5 40 2.636 9768 -3A
11.3 42.7 169.2 21.2 40 2.420 12866 -3A
6.5 68.7 186.5 19.4 45 1.918 20660 -3A
2.7 42.8 170.5 20.4 40 3.229 1739 -3A
7.I 46.5 175.5 16.8 40 2.042 18527 -3A
4,0 52.9 173.5 26.0 40 2.588 10282 -3A
3.4 54.9 185.0 8.7 40 1.737 21764 -3A
3.5 56,9 186.0 8.6 40 1.802 21522 -3A
14.2 44,9 178,8 10.1 40 1.641 24337 -3A
14.5 28.4 169.4 6.7 50 1.535 26258 -3A
15.1 45.4 179.2 9.9 50 1.761 23140 -3A
4.6 57.0 185.6 9.8 50 1.926 18367 -3B
7.7 70.1 186.3 21.2 50 2.104 17445 -3B
12.1 40.7 167.3 21.3 50 2.350 13057 -3B
11.4 27.5 168.5 6.8 50 1.789 20344 -3B
3.0 27.7 168.2 7.3 50 2.178 14689 -3B
7.6 27.4 168.3 6.9 50 2.193 14372 -3B
20.7 40.8 168.1 20.5 50 3.428 1613 -3B
3.5 40.5 168.2 20.1 50 2.998 3755 -3B
r




FNPSP OPIP LOX 5tart
FPIP FPIT at Start OPIT ONPSP C/D Time TTA Impulse
Run No. (psia) (°R) (psid) (psia) (OR) (psid) (see) (sec) (lbf-sec) Config
83.04 28.4 39.6 4.6 53.5 186.4 4.4 175 1.511 27680 3A
85.01 24.5 39.2 2.0 68.1 186.3 19.1 165 2,529 10670 3A
87.01 24.2 39.0 2.3 30.7 172.4 5.3 250 2.014 19478 3A
88.01 24.2 38.2 4.8 41.1 168.4 20.5 215 1.747 23945 3A
90,01 31.4 38.6 11.0 54,1 186.5 4.8 175 1.373 26479 3A
91.01 29.4 38.5 9.0 46.9 178.4 12.7 220 1.466 27696 3A
92.01 29.8 38.3 10.2 32.4 172.6 6.8 250 1.465 27954 3A
94.01 28.4 39.2 5.7 53.6 185.6 6.2 175 1..589 22952 3B
95.01 24.2 38.3 4.7 67.2 185.1 20.6 165 2.302 13159 3B
97.01 24.3 38.1 5.3 41.7 168.4 21.1 215 1.960 1646_- 3B
99.01 31.4 38.7 10.5 31.0 171.6 6.8 250 1,462 25555 3B
101.01 24.4 38.6 3.9 30.9 171.6 6.5 250 1.765 21075 3B
102.01 31.3 38.8 10.2 54.9 185.5 7.6 175 1.485 24550 3B
103.01 29.7 38.5 9.6 46.0 177.9 12.5 220 1.481 24796 3B
104.01 31.4 38.8 10.2 31.0 171.8 6.3 250 1.407 26247 3B
106.01 31.3 38.7 10.6 30.7 171.6 6.2 250 1.467 25444 3B









Engine Run No. (psia} (OR}















FNPSP OPIP LOX Start
at Start OPIT ONPSP C/D Time TTA impulse
(psid) (psia) (°R} (psid) (sec) (sec) (lb/-sec)
6.5 44.3 175.9 14.0 220 1.809 19790
6.9 44.1 175.8 13.9 220 1.757 20788
6.6 44.2 175.8 14.1 220 1.799 20066
6.2 44.0 175.8 13.9 220 1.722 21365
8.4 68.6 185.3 21.8 165 1.768 20984
1.9 66.1 184.7 20.3 165 2.432 11438
9.1 68.6 185.3 21.6 165 1.731 21562
8.4 31.6 171.3 7.5 250 1.523 24356
6.7 44.3 176.3 13.4 220 1.832 19731
6.0 44.1 176.0 13.6 220 1.724 21450
6.3 44.2 175.9 13.9 220 1.772 20761
6.6 44.2 175.8 14.0 220 1.797 20284
6.2 44.1 175.8 13.9 220 1.707 21534
6.8 44.1 175.7 14.1 220 1.731 21274
























To perform accurate cooldown predictionsof the RL10 Shuttle Centaur inletducts,the
RLI0 Atlas Centaur cooldown predictiondeck was modifiecLThe inletduct portionofthe deck
was alteredto reflectthe differingdimensions of the ducts and gimbals. Fuel and oxidizer
prevalves,which are not present inthe Atlas Centaur configuration,were added upstream ofthe
inletlines.Two predictionmodels were configured,one that representedthe ducts and valvesof
the ground testconfigurationand another that representedthe flightconfiguration.The ground
testconfigurationwas used to check the formulation of the predictionprogram, and the flight
configurationwas used to make predicted cooldown times and consumptions for flight.
The oxidizer pump section of the deck was modified to allow calculationof metal
temperatures atvariouslocationsthroughout the oxidizerpump housing.Previously,the housing
was treatedas a singlemass with one bulk metal temperature,which was adequate forthe Atlas
Centaur configurationwhere the bulk metal temperature of the oxidizerpump was below 400°R.
This configurationproved tobe inadequate in predictingthe oxidizerpump metal temperatures
for Shuttle Centaur cases where the bulk metal temperatures are approximately 500"R at the
startofcooldown and where differentareasof the pump do not experiencethe same flowrateas
the averagepump flowrate.The revisedoxidizerpump model includesconvectiveheat transferto
fiveportions of the pump. The pump was dividedcircumferentiallyinto four quartersplus the
diffuser.Each ofthe four quartersincludesconductive heat transferfrom the pump flow surfaces
tothe pump externalsurfacewhere the flighttemperature probe willbe located.A crosssection
showing the fiveaxialnodes isshown inFigureA-1. Convective heat transferfrom metal to fluid
occurs at node 2. Conductive heat transferoccurs between nodes I and 2, 2 and 3, etc.
On the fuel side,changes included adding a prevalve at the entrance to the inletduct,
updating the masses and surface areas of the inletducts to those of the Shuttle Centaur
configuration,and adding conduction between the gimbals and tubes that make up the duct.
Adjustments were made to both the fueland oxidizersidesof the ground testprediction
deck to compensate forpeculiaritiesinpropellantflow due tothe low flowratesand one-G gravity
fieldof these tests.
In the horizontal sections of the oxidizer ducts, fluid did not completely wet the surface of
the inlet duct. This caused the bottom of the oxidizer ducts to cool faster than the upper surfaces,
which were exposed only to oxygen vapor. This can be seen in Figure A-2. To model this, the
surface areas of the horizontal duct surfaces in the prediction deck were reduced by half when the
reduced GMRV flow area was being used. During the testing with LOX pump rig B50C041, the
duct sectionwhich was previouslyin a horizontalpositionwas in a verticalorientation,and did
not displaythe same characteristics(Figure A-3).
On the fuelside,when using the small interstagecooldown area,the fuelin the inletducts
showed circulatingflow,with warm fuelfrom the bottom of the duct travellingupward against
the flow and exitingthrough the facilitydumpline locatedjustupstream of the prevalve.This
caused the duct tocool fasterthan expected because of the additionalheat the fluidpicked up as
ittravelledup the duct,and because ofthe greateramount ofcool fluiddrawn intothe duct.This
was adjusted forin the simulation by allowing0.4 pound per second of additionalflow to pass
through the inletduct.This additionalflow was allowed when the prevalve was opened at the












The amount of conduction between the various pump components is calculated
by equating the heat contained within each component with the amount of heat
transferred across each boundary between parts, A differential equation is
written for each part interface, and they are solved simultaneously to
determine the quantity of heat transferred between each part and the result-
ing temperature for each part.
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The oxidizer and fuel flows calculated by the RL10 cooldown deck were compared to actual
flow rates and consumptions for both the oxidizer and fuel sides. Calculated flow"rates compared
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The oxidizer flow ducts bringing oxidizer to the engine have
been broken into four tubes, three gimbals, an inlet valve, and
the tube insulation. The mass of flanges, bolts and similar
hardware have been included in the mass of the tubes or gimbals.
Calculations of convective and conductive heat transfer, fluid
flow, temperature and pressure are made at each station for every
time increment.
FD 320367
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The fuel side has been divided into four tubes, three gimbals,
an inlet valve, and tube insulation, with the initial tube having
a common leg. The masses of the flanges, bolts, etc. have been
included in the mass of the tubes and gimbals.
Like the oxidizer side, conductive and convective heat transfer,
fluid flow, temperature and pressure calculations were performed
at each station.
FD 320368













The oxidizer enters the segmented pump with known temperature
and pressure• Conductive and convective heat transfer,
pressure, temperature, and fluid flow are calculated.
After leaving the pump, the flow enters the oxidizer flow
control valve(made up of the GMRV and PU valves) where once
again heat transfer, fluid flow, pressure and temperature
calculations are performed•
When the oxidizer leaves the oxidizer flow control, it enters
the oxidizer line between the oxidizer flow control and the
injector. Here, another set of heat transfer, fluid flow,
pressure and temperature calculations are done.
The fluid enters the injector where the same heat transfer,
fluid flow, pressure and temperature calculations are
performed•
FD 320369
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The pressure and temperature of the fuel entering the
first stage pump are known. Heat transfer from this first
stage pump to the fluid is calculated as well as the flow,
pressure, and temperature• The fluid now moves to the
interstage cooldown valve and the second stage pump.
As the fuel leaves the first stage pump, some flow enters
the interstage cooldown valve and is exhausted to ambient
conditions• The remainder of the fuel enters the second
stage pump where heat transfer, pressure, temperature, and
fluid flow are calculated.
During the cooldown process, all of the fuel is diverted to
ambient conditions. A flow calculation across the cooldown
discharge valve is done.
FD 320370
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The cooldown prediction deck determines the magnitude of convective heat
transfer by utilizing the component surface areas, masses, f]ow areas, aver-
age bulk metal temperature, as well as the fluid flowrate and average bulk
temperature to determine a film coefficient for convective heat transfer.
The heat transfer process is as follows:
i° The fluid properties are used along with the present metal temperature
and a predicted metal temperature to determine a heat transfer coeffi-
cient.
. The coefficient is used to calculate the quantity of heat removed from
the metal part using the part surface area, fluid temperature, and time
duration.
o The calculated heat loss is used with the part's specific heat and
starting temperature to determine the temperature decrease which would
occur, and the part's average temperature for the time period.
e The calculated average temperature is compared to the average temper-
ature used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient. If the two dif-
fer, a new predicted temperature is used to calculate a new coefficient,
and the process is repeated until the predicted heat transferred results
in the same average metal temperature as that used to find the coeffi-
cient, ro _73
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The fluid flowrates are balanced by varying all component upstream and down-
stream pressures until the flowrates calculated are either equal to one
another as on the oxidizer side, or the sum of the exit flows are equal to
the inlet flow as on the fuel side. The fluid temperatures and enthalpies
used for the flow calculations are determined by the heat transfer calcu-
lations for the system.
FD 320375
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